. D. R. Legates, C. J. Wilmott, Theor. Appl. Climatol. 41, 11 (1990) . 24. In Figs. 1 and 2, variation in the dependent variable (abundances of individual species) greatly exceeds errors in the independent variable (temperature) because abundance is known to vary by orders of magnitude among species in a community (12) . This justifies the use of ordinary least-squares regression (21) . In Figs. 3 and 4, we used reduced-major-axis regression because errors in the dependent variables (richness) and independent variable (temperature) are likely to be of comparable magnitude. 25 Geographic patterns in species richness are mainly based on wide-ranging species because their larger number of distribution records has a disproportionate contribution to the species richness counts. Here we demonstrate how this effect strongly influences our understanding of what determines species richness. Using both conventional and spatial regression models, we show that for sub-Saharan African birds, the apparent role of productivity diminishes with decreasing range size, whereas the significance of topographic heterogeneity increases. The relative importance of geometric constraints from the continental edge is moderate. Our findings highlight the failure of traditional species richness models to account for narrow-ranging species that frequently are also threatened.
Most analyses of determinants of geographic patterns in species richness have traditionally looked only at overall species richness patterns, but this does not give a representative picture for most taxa. Wide-ranging species contribute many more distribution records to a species richness pattern than do narrow-ranging species. Thus, although most species tend to have range sizes well below average (1-3), insights from conventional biogeographical analyses of overall species richness are in fact largely based on wide-ranging species. This may produce a profound bias in the presumed determinants of species richness in space that any general model should address.
Determinants of overall species richness singled out so far include measures of productivity (4, 5) , habitat heterogeneity (6, 7), area (8, 9) , regional and evolutionary history (10) , synergism between climate and evolutionary history (11) , and effects from geometric constraints imposed by distribution boundaries such as the continental edge (12) (13) (14) . Here we address the potential effect of range size on the pattern of species richness and its presumed determinants (15) , using a 1°-resolution database summarizing the distribution of the 1599 breeding bird species endemic to sub-Saharan Africa (Fig. 1B) (15) .
We first examine potential factors one by one, using traditional general linear model (GLM) and spatial linear model (SLM) regression analyses of overall species richness (see table S1 for all single-predictor results). We focus on the latter approach, which avoids inflation of type I errors and invalid parameter estimates due to spatial autocorrelation (15) (16) (17) (18, 19) and some of the empirical findings from South America (11), the relationship with maximum temperature is strongly negative: High-temperature quadrats support fewer species than do quadrats with more moderate temperatures. This may suggest an envelope effect of temperature on homeotherms, with both cold and hot temperatures aversely affecting species richness in addition to and conjunction with other factors.
Distribution constraints imposed by continental boundaries, together with the tendency of ranges to be continuous at larger scales of analysis, can demonstrably influence the geography of species richness, with higher levels of species richness expected in the middle of a bounded domain (12) (13) (14) 20) . We found that geometric constraints modeled in two dimen-sions have an independent effect on overall species richness [single-predictor SLM: t ϭ 11.77, P Ͻ 0.001 (table S1) ]. This pattern is upheld when other factors are controlled for (Table 1) , but its strength compared to productivity and habitat heterogeneity is relatively low (Table 1) . Geometric constraints and most other variables are largely independent in effect, experiencing only minor change when considered together in the model. Individual test results are not shown, but, for example, in moving from a single-predictor to a two-predictor model based on geometric constraints and habitat heterogeneity, t values change very little (for geometric constraints, t changes from 11.77 to 11.88, whereas for habitat heterogeneity t changes from 22.03 to 22.10). Our results suggest that, although there exists a signature of hard distribution boundaries on the species richness pattern of wide-ranging species, environmental and evolutionary ecological aspects of species richness exceed these effects of continental geometry for our data set. It casts doubt on the assertion that geometric constraints may provide a simple answer to the latitudinal gradient in species richness (21, 22) .
Investigations have so far tended to examine potential factors in isolation, although they are likely to act in concert. Collinearity of variables (such as between habitat and topographic heterogeneity, r S ϭ 0.59, n ϭ 1738) may well affect model results and render presumed relationships as artefacts. To address this caveat, we selected six "core" variables following the initial single-and two-predictor results and consensus from the literature and examined them in a multiple-predictor spatial regression model (Table 1 ). All six core variables, notably habitat heterogeneity and topographic heterogeneity, retain the directions and magnitudes of their effects. The combined spatial autoregressive model explains 67% of the variance, a value that increases to 94% when the estimates for the spatial signal are included. Inclusion of nine further environmental predictors (15) (table S2) yields a statistically better model (log-likelihood test on SLM model: G ϭ 100, d.f. ϭ 6, P Ͻ 0.001), but the change in model fit is very small.
Partitioning species into range size quartiles [RSQs (15) ] of ϳ400 species each highlights the fact that records are spatially distributed very disparately (Fig. 2) : The widest-ranging quartile of species accounts for 70.5% of 366,853 records overall, whereas the first, second, and third quartiles represent only 1.3, 7.2, and 21% of records, respectively. The correlation between quadrat species richness of narrow-ranging species with overall species richness is weak and increases with larger range size. The dominance of wide-ranging species in quadrat assemblages contrasts with the strongly right-skewed range size distribution of sub-Saharan African birds (skewness ϭ 1.99, n ϭ 1599 species) also found in other groups and regions (23) .
As expected (13, 20) , the effect of geometric constraints decreases with decreasing range size and is not detectable for the narrow-ranging half of species (Table 1) . More surprisingly, the effect of productivity, a very prominent predictor of overall and wideranging species richness, shows a stark decrease with decreasing range size (Fig. 3) . Advocates of the species-energy hypothesis support the idea that species numbers in local assemblages generally increase with ambient available energy (9, 18, 19, 24) , although the shape of the relationship (hump-shaped or monotonic) appears to be affected by scale (9) . We find that relationships between NPP and richness vary markedly among groups of different range sizes, with a clear humpshaped pattern only for the most wide-ranging species (fourth RSQ), a monotonic increasing one for moderately wide-ranging species, and a poor relationship for the narrow-ranging half of species (25) .
Conversely, topographic heterogeneity, although of only marginal importance for overall species richness and wide-ranging species, increases in importance with decreasing range size and is the most important predictor of narrow-ranging species' richness (Fig. 4) . Topographic heterogeneity measured as altitudinal range has often been used as a proxy for habitat heterogeneity (4, 26) . Table 1 . Standard deviation classification ranges from dark cyan (Ͻ-3 SD) to dark red (Ͼϩ3 SD). However, we find that both habitat heterogeneity and topographic heterogeneity retain high individual contributions in a multiple predictor model. In addition to topographic heterogeneity, altitudinal range measures the degree to which some parts of a quadrat are topographically separate from others. Because of their relatively isolated geographic position, habitat shifts on African mountains following temporally fluctuating changes in climate (27) may have given rise to many opportunities for speciation (11, 28) . In Africa, mountain regions near the equator are known for their unusually high number of species and local endemics (29, 30) . Our results support the potential historical signal of altitudinal range per se (11), highlighting its specific effect on narrow-ranging species.
In the search for the determinants of species richness, it has been tacitly assumed that the pattern and determinants of overall species richness may be representative for the majority of species. However, the usual analyses of overall species richness elicit correlates that may be representative geographically and for species richness per se, but not necessarily taxonomically, for individual species or even for a great proportion of species. It follows that conservation strategies based simply on hotspots of species richness or the distribution and environmental correlates of overall species richness may be of limited use for threatened species, which tend to be restricted in range (31) . Likewise, biogeographic models depending on such an approach may have to be rethought. Additional analyses will help to clarify to what extent the observed dissimilarity between widespread and localized species is due to differences in rates of speciation and extinction, dispersal and colonization potential, habitat availability and site suitability, community-wide competition at large spatial scales, or a yet unidentified principle. Progress in meeting this challenge is likely to come from high-quality distributional and ecological databases and from biologically realistic null models. Table 1 . Regression results for selected predictors of all species richness of birds endemic to Africa (All species) and richness of species partitioned into range size quartiles [from first (narrowest-ranging 25% of species) to fourth (widest-ranging 25% of species)]. We performed traditional GLM and SLM analyses. We fitted a six-predictor model of core variables, including predictions from a two-dimensional geometric constraints model (GeoConst), the number of different vegetation classes (HabHet), net primary productivity (NPP), topographic heterogeneity/altitudinal range ( TopHet), and mean daily maximum temperature (MaxTemp). We subsequently added nine further environmental variables in order to see whether they added further information left unexplained by the selected core predictor variables (for detailed results, see table S2). The high spatial autocorrelation of errors in the GLM analysis (all Moran's I, P Ͻ 0.001) confirms the expected violation of the non-independence assumption. Thus, for SLM only, we tested t values for their significance (*P Ͻ 0.05, **P Ͻ 0.01, ***P Ͻ 0.001. P values were adjusted for error rate per variable P adj ϭ P/6). Spatially or chemically isolated functional modules composed of several cellular components and carrying discrete functions are considered fundamental building blocks of cellular organization, but their presence in highly integrated biochemical networks lacks quantitative support. Here, we show that the metabolic networks of 43 distinct organisms are organized into many small, highly connected topologic modules that combine in a hierarchical manner into larger, less cohesive units, with their number and degree of clustering following a power law. Within Escherichia coli, the uncovered hierarchical modularity closely overlaps with known metabolic functions. The identified network architecture may be generic to system-level cellular organization.
Model
The identification and characterization of system-level features of biological organization is a key issue of postgenomic biology (1-3). The concept of modularity assumes that cellular functionality can be seamlessly partitioned into a collection of modules. Each module is a discrete entity of several elementary components and performs an identifiable task, separable from the functions of other modules (1, 4 -8) . Spatially and chemically isolated molecular machines or protein complexes (such as ribosomes and flagella) are prominent examples of such functional units, but more extended modules, such as those achieving their isolation through the initial binding of a signaling molecule (9) , are also apparent. Simultaneously, it is recognized that the thousands of components of a living cell are dynamically interconnected, so that the cell's functional properties are ultimately encoded into a complex intracellular web of molecular interactions (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 8) . This is perhaps most evident with cellular metabolism, a fully connected biochemical network in which hundreds of metabolic substrates are densely integrated through biochemical reactions. Within this network, however, modular organization (i.e., clear boundaries between subnetworks) is not immediately apparent. Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated that the probability that a substrate can react with k other substrates [the degree distribution P(k) of a metabolic network] decays as a power law P(k) ϳ k -␥ with ␥ Х 2.2 in all organisms (10, 11) , suggesting that metabolic networks have a scale-free topology (12) . A distinguishing feature of such scale-free networks is the existence of a few highly connected nodes (e.g., pyruvate or coenzyme A), which participate in a very large number of metabolic reactions. With a large number of links, these hubs integrate all substrates into a single, integrated web in which the existence of fully separated modules is prohibited by definition (Fig. 1A) .
Yet, the dilemma of a modular versus a highly integrated module-free metabolic network organization remains. A number of approaches for analyzing the functional capabilities of metabolic networks indicate the existence of separable functional elements (13, 14) . Also, from a purely topologic perspective, the metabolic network of Escherichia coli is known to possess a high clustering coefficient (11) , a property that is suggestive of a modular organization. In itself, this implies that the metabolism of E. coli has a modular topology, potentially comprising several densely interconnected functional modules of varying sizes that are connected by few intermodule links (Fig. 1B) . However, such clear-cut modularity imposes severe restrictions on the degree distribution, implying that most nodes have approximately the same number of links, which contrasts with the metabolic network's scale-free nature (10, 11) .
To determine whether such a dichotomy is indeed a generic property of all metabolic networks, we first calculated the average clustering coefficient for 43 different organisms (10, 15, 16) as a function of the number of distinct substrates N present in their metabolism. The clustering coefficient, defined as C i ϭ 2n/k i (k i -1), where n denotes the number of direct links connecting the k i nearest neighbors of node i (17) , is equal to 1 for a node at the center of a fully interlinked cluster, and it is 0 for a metabolite that is part of a loosely connected group (Fig. 2A) . Therefore, C i averaged over all nodes i of a metabolic network is a measure of the network's potential modularity. We found that, for all 43 organisms, the average clustering coefficient is about an order of magnitude larger than that expected for a scale-free network of similar size (Fig. 2B) , suggesting that metabolic networks in all organisms are characterized by a high intrinsic potential modularity. We also observed that, in contrast with
